Abstract-In high-level synthesis for digital signal processing systems of array structured architecture, one of the most important procedures is the scheduling. By taking into account the allocation of operations to processors, it is mandatory to take into account the communication time between processors. In this paper we propose a scheduling method which derives an optimal schedule achieving the minimum iteration period and latency for a given signal processing algorithm on the specified processor array. The scheduling problem is modeled as an integer linear programming and solved by an ILP solver. Furthermore, we improve the scheduling method so that it can be applied to large scale signal processing algorithms without degrading the schedule optimality.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of VLSI technology, wire delay is becoming relatively larger than gate delay [ l] . To implement a high speed VLSI, it is very important to estimate not only the gate delay but the wire delay even in the high-level design. The parallel processing system on an array architecture is one of the suitable architectures for high speed VLSIs of the next generation since it realizes parallel processing which is the key to fully utilize an enormous number of gates on a VLSI 12, 33. In the array architecture, the direct data communications are limited to PES which are physically adjacent on a VLSI chip. The data communication between not physically adjacent PES is achieved by intermediate PES relaying the data. In this communication model, it is easy to estimate the wire delay (data communication delay) in high-level design of an array architecture. The data communication time is proportional to the distance of the source and the destination PES.
One of the most important procedures of high-level synthesis is scheduling. In this paper, a scheduling method for a parallel processing system of an array architecture is proposed. In general, scheduling consists of time assignment and processor allocation. The time assignment is to determine when each operation is executed. The processor allocation it to determine which PE executes the operations. It is well known that the optimal scheduling must consider the time assignment and the processor allocation simultaneously and it is a NP-hard probDept. of Elec. and Elect. Eng. Tokyo Institute of Technology Meguro-ku, Tokyo 152, Japan
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{ tiwata,kunieda}@ss.titech.ac.jp lem [4] . To improve CPU time for the scheduling, some of the existing scheduling techniques divide the scheduling problem into the time assignment and the processor allocation at the cost of the solution optimality. However, the scheduling for an array architecture do have to consider time assignment and processor allocation simultaneously. This is because the processor allocation affects the data communication time between operations and the time assignment depends on the data communication time. In addition, the time assignment to resolve resource conflict affects the processor allocation. To precisely obtain the optimal scheduling, it is modeled as an integer linear programming (ILP) problem and solved by an ILP solver [5, 6, 7] . In this paper, an ILP model of scheduling for an array architecture is formulated. The ILP model contains a large number of variables and constraints and therefore the CPU time is very long to solve the ILP model. A technique to find an optimal schedule by using modified ILP models to improve the CPU time is proposed in this paper.
SCHEDULING MODEL FOR HIGH-LEVEL SYNTHESIS
The scheduling model of array architecture is defined as follows.
Array topology
The number of PES and the topology of array structure are given as a specification.
Processing element
A Processing element (PE) can execute operations and data communications with adjacent PES simultaneously. In addition, a PE can relay data from an adjacent PE to another adjacent PE as long as no conflict on communication links occur. 
Data communication

Data InpudOutput
The locations of PES which input andor output the data are given as specification. Moreover, if the processing algorithm consumes and produces multiple data, then the data format of input and output is also specified.
Based on the scheduling model defined above, scheduling is done to satisfy the following scheduling constraints.
Satisfy precedence relations
If there exists data dependency between operations, the precedence relation between these operations must be satisfied. Namely, if an operation depends on the data produced by another operation, the former operation cannot start until the latter completes the execution and the produced data is sent to the former operation.
No resource conflict
Let resource conflict be defined as the situation that the resource is used at the same time by more than one executions. Hence if resource conflict occurs in a schedule, the schedule cannot be realized. No more than one operations can be executed on a PE at the same time. In addition, no more than one data can be sendreceived on a data communication link at the same time.
The objective of the scheduling is to find a schedule which achieves the minimum iteration period for a given processing algorithm and a given array topology. If there exist more than one such schedule, then choose one which achieves the minimum latency. Latency is defined as the time difference between input of data and output of related data. In this paper, register minimization is not considered. Namely, a PE is assumed to be able to store any number of data.
BASIC SCHEDULING METHOD
A. Scheduling strategy
At first, we construct an ILP model to decide whether a schedule of a processing algorithm exists or not which satisfies all the scheduling constraints for a specified iteration period and latency on a PE array of a given topology. This ILP model is called complete model since the model completely checks the existence of resource conflict.
The basic scheduling method by using the complete model is illustrated in Fig. 2 . First, the lower bound of iteration period and the lower bound of latency are computed and set a guess iteration period and a guess latency to these lower bounds. Then the complete model is generated and run to decide whether a schedule exists. If the complete model does not terminate with a solution, i.e., no schedule satisfying scheduling constraints exists for the guess iteration period and the guess latency, then increase the latency or the iteration period, and generate and run the complete model again. By repeating the process, the complete model eventually terminates with a solution, i.e., a schedule satisfying all the scheduling constraints. At this point, a valid schedule achieving the minimum iteration period and the minimum latency has been obtained. It must be noted that the above repetition always terminates and therefore an optimal schedule is always obtained. This is because a schedule where all the operations are executed sequentially on one of the PES is a valid schedule and it can be obtained if the iteration period and the latency are sufficiently large.
B. Complete model
The complete ILP model is defined as Eq. (1) to (IO) to decide whether a schedule of a processing algorithm exists which satisfies all the scheduling constraints for a specified iteration period and latency on a given topology of PE array.
The following terminology is used.
the set of operation nodes. the set of nodes to input data.
the set of nodes to output data. The computation latency is the time difference from an operation is started until the operation result is output. The pipeline period is the smallest time interval between successive invocation of operations on a PE. Basically there is no restriction on the data communication time between adjacent PES in the proposed ILP model. In this paper, a data communication between adjacent PES is assumed to take one unit of time.
Here i + i p implies a data dependency from operation i to operation ip. Eq. (1) ensures that an operation of each node is executed only once. Eq. (2) ensures that at most one operation is executed at the same time on each PE and hence resolves resource conflict for functional units. Eq. (3) ensures that each data is sent from one PE to another only once. Eq. (4) ensures that at most one data is sent at the same time on each data communication link and hence resolves resource conflict for data communication link. Eq. (5) and eq. (6) constrain precedence relations between data communication and data communication and between operation and data communication, respectively, in the case of data relaying. Eq. (7) and eq. (8) constrains precedence relations between data communication and operation and between operation and operation, respectively. Eq. (9) and eq. (10) decide whether data output time satisfies precedence relations with the current guess latency.
C. The upper bound of latency
A schedule where all the operations are executed sequentially on the PE specified to input data and then the results are sent to the PE specified to output data is a valid schedule since any resource conflict occurs. In this schedule, the latency is not longer than the sum of the total operation time and the distance between PES which respectively inputs and outputs data. Let the sum of these time be denoted as LtM. Any schedule with a latency longer than LtM can be achieved by inserting idle time into the above mentioned schedule. Therefore it is not necessary to check the existence of a schedule for a latency longer than LtM. Consequently the upper bound of the latency Lt in the scheduling method shown in Fig. 2 is LtM.
IV. REFINED SCHEDULING METHOD
The basic scheduling method described in the previous section requires execution of the complete ILP models. To strictly constrain precedence relations and check resource conflict, the complete model requires many binary variables for a large processing algorithm and therefore its solution time is very long and sometimes it cannot be solved. In this section, a refined scheduling method and ILP models are proposed to handle scheduling of large processing algorithms and achieve shorter CPU time for scheduling.
The proposed refined scheduling method is illustrated in Fig. 3 . While the basic scheduling method employs only the complete model, the refined scheduling method employs two ILP models: reduced model and constrained model. The reduced model is the complete model except that the existence of resource conflict on data communication links is not checked. The purpose of the reduced model is to determine a start time of each operation so that precedence relations are satisfied. The constrained model is the complete model except that the time intervals in which operations could start are limited based on the start time determined by the reduced model. Both ILP models can be solved much faster than the complete model. By using these two ILP models, the CPU time to derive the opti- 
A. Schedule existence decision by reduced model
The reduced model is such an ILP model that the existence of a schedule is decided where all the precedence relations are satisfied and no resource conflict occur on PES but resource conflict on data communication links is ignored. In other words, the reduced model is a complete model for an array with infinite number of data communication links between adjacent PES. Binary variables Yz,,,l are not necessary in the reduced model and hence the number of binary variables is greatly redudecd. The reduced model can be solved more easily than the complete model.
Let a cutset of an array be defined as the set of data communication links such that removal of those divides the array into two connected components as illustrated in Fig. 4 . Each cutset has its maximum data flow capacity. It is calculated as the number of data communication links in the cutset multiplied by the iteration period Ti. For example in the case of the cutset shown in Fig. 4 , the cutset consists of 5 data comcutset data communication link Fig. 4 . Cutset of array. munication links. If the iteration period is 6 units of time, the capacity of the cutset is 30. In each iteration period, at most 30 data can be sent from PES of the upper component to PES of the lower component and vice versa. For any schedule found by the reduced model, if the total number of data communications between PES belonging to different components of a cutset is greater than the data flow capacity of the cutset, then the schedule must contain resource conflict on at least one of the data communication links. If such a schedule is allowed, all the constrained ILP models (defined in the next section) following the reduced model report that there exists no schedule without resource conflict after a long CPU time. To overcome this problem, the reduced model counts the number of data communications for all the cutsets which divide PES into one PE and any other PES and checks if it is no more than the data flow capacity of the cutset. Although new binary variables are introduced to count the number of data communications which cross a cutset, this augment of binary variables is much smaller than the reduction of binary variables Y,,,,l.
In addition to the terminology defined in section B, the following terminology is defined. data communication time between PE IC and PE ICp. the binary variable to imply data flow-out. flow f k , , = 1 implies that a data produced by operation i is output from PE k .
the binary variable to imply data flow-in. f 10Wtk,z = 1 implies that a data produced by operation i is input to PE IC.
Eq. (11) ensures that an operation of each node is executed only once. Eq. (12) ensures that at most one operation is executed at the same time on each PE and hence resolves resource conflict Eq. Through the preliminary experiments, a prospect has been obtained that the start times of operations in the final schedule without any resource conflict are just the same or very close to those derived by the reduced model. This implies that the schedule without ariy resource conflict is likely to be found even when the time interval is small. Hence if an optimal schedule exists, it is expected to be found by the constrained model with a small m. This is the reason that the refined scheduling method would find an optimal solution within a short CPU time.
As m increases, the time interval, i.e., the search space gets larger and finally the constrained model becomes identical to the complete model. Therefore, the schedule obtained by the refined scheduling method is as optimal as the schedule obtained by the basic scheduling method. Fig. 5 shows a data-flow graph of 8 point discrete cosine transform (DCT) [8] . This processing algorithm is implemented onto an array shown in Fig. 1 . As a specification, 8 input data IN[O : 71 are input to PE P 2 at time steps 0 to 7 respectively and 8 output data OUT[O : 71 are output from PE P 5 at time steps Lt to Lt + 7 respectively where Lt is the specified latency. The operation execution time is assumed to be 2 units of time (u.t.) for a multiplication and 1 u.t. for an addition. In addition, operations are assumed to be not pipelined. There are 11 multiplications and 29 additions and hence the total operation execution time is 5 1 u.t. Since 6 PES exist in the array, the lower bound of the iteration period is [5 1 /61 = 9 u.t. This implies that there exists no schedule with an iteration period less than 9 u.t.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. 8 point DCT
The first row of Table I shows the CPU times (the unit is second) of the scheduling done by the basic scheduling method and the refined scheduling method. All the ILP models are solved by the ILP solver GAMS/OSL [9] running on a 75MHz Sparc workstation. When the iteration period is 9 u.t. and the latency is 18 u.t., the complete model is solved, which implies the existence of a solution, and the CPU time is 15 hours 33 minutes and 22 seconds (56002 seconds). The iteration period achieves its lower bound and there exists no schedule with a latency less than 18 u.t. Hence the schedule derived is the optimal one. In the refined scheduling method, however, the CPU time for the reduced model is 10 minutes and 50 seconds (650 seconds) and the constrained model m = 0 terminates with a solution after 44 seconds. Thus a schedule without any resource conflict is obtained in 11 minutes and 34 seconds. Fig. 6 shows the time chart of the optimal schedule obtained by the refined scheduling method. In Fig. 6 , the upper chart shows the schedule for operations. For example, operation 5, which is an addition, is executed on PE P1 at time S6. The lower chart in Fig. 6 shows the schedule for data communications. For example, the result of operation 1 is communicated on link W5 at time S9 and on link W12 at time S10, i.e., it is sent from P2 (the source of W5) to P6 (the sink of W12) through P5 (the sink of W5 and the source of W12 The proposed scheduling methods are applied to processing algorithms, such as 4th order Jaumann wave digital filter (JAU) [IO] , 16 point FIR filter (FIR) [ll] , and 5th order wave elliptic digital filter (WEF) [12] . The topology of the array used is shown in Fig. 7 . The CPU times in second are summarized in Table I. Table I shows: the name of a processing algorithm; the specified iteration period Ti; CPU time for the complete model; CPU time for the reduced model (RM); CPU time for the constrained model (CM) m = 0; CPU time for the constrained model m = 1; and the CPU time ratio between the basic and refined scheduling methods. In the case of JAU an optimal schedule without resource conflict is obtained by the constrained model m = 1. In any other case, an optimal schedule without resource conflict is obtained by the constrained model m = 0. Although the lower bound of the iteration period of WEF is 16 u.t., there exists no schedule when the iteration period is less than 18 u.t. In any other case, the iteration period is the same as the lower bound and hence the schedule achieves the minimum iteration period.
Since two or more ILP models, i.e., the reduced model and the constrained models m are used in the refined scheduling method, there can be a case where the total CPU time becomes longer than the basic scheduling method, especially for a small size processing algorithm such as 4th order Jaumann wave digital filter. As shown in Table I , however, the absolute increase of the CPU time is acceptable. On the other hand for relatively larger processing algorithm such as 8 point DCT, the CPU time is greatly improved. Consequently it can be concluded that the proposed refined scheduling method is effective.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a scheduling method was proposed to obtain an optimal scheduling method for a multiprocessor system of array architecture. The proposed scheduling method employs the reduced ILP model and the constrained ILP model to derive a schedule which achieves the minimum iteration period and the minimum latency without any resource conflict. By exper- imental results, the effectiveness of the proposed scheduling method was verified.
